Abstract. This paper presents a combined approach for rapid smoke detection from video sequences using pre-improvement methods. Smoke is characterized by different properties like a color, irregularities in motion, smoothing the edges, etc. There are hard to describe it using basic image features. Usually smoke detection algorithms use some color and turbulence features for the smoke description. But our experiments shown the high false alarm rate of such algorithms. In our work we propose the additional smoke description features based on smoke transparency. Before the recognition we use the regions matching method to increase the flexibility of our system. As a first step in processing we extract background. Moving objects are candidates for smoke. The Gray World algorithm is used here. Compare the results with the original frames in order to get image features within some particular gray scale interval. After that we use the rate of color changing to checking of the transparency of current area. Last we calculate complexity of turbulent phenomena of the smoke shape and apply it to the incoming video stream. As a result we have just smoke regions on the video stream. There are different objects, shadows or illumination changes will not be mistaken for smoke by the algorithm. This method gives an early recognition of smoke in the observed scene.
Introduction
In many extreme situations there is visible smoke spread prior to flames. This fact can be of great help for high-efficiency fire control. Using video systems that are too sensitive to smoke can save many lives in dangerous situations. Time is a main factor for minimizing damages caused by fire and smoke. A short distance to the location of fire ignition is a crucial requirement for most of the traditional smoke sensors in order to be efficient. In many cases the fire is already in place when a chemical alarm is going off and the situation is out of control. Video smoke detection has low cost, high efficiency and low maintenance and becomes increasingly important because of it [1] [4] . Video is a good option for large, open areas like forest fires, saw mills, petrochemical refineries, etc. Video is a volume sensor as opposed to a point sensor, which looks at just one point in space. Smoke or fire can be not at that point, so the smoke alarm would not be caused. A volume video sensor has higher probability of early smoke or flame detection and monitors a larger area [7] . However, video smoke detections have some drawbacks. There are high rate of false alarm, the difficulty of defining smoke in terms of primitive image features such as motion, obscuration, intensity, edge, etc. There are several smoke detection methods from video captured in visible-spectrum have been proposed. They use of color, motion and geometry of smoke regions. Then apply rule-based analysis or Bayesian analysis to detect the smoke. Out of the many approaches that address these issues some classification could be in place:
1. Using the fractal encoding concepts to find smoke areas from an image. This approach used the feature of smoke to self-similarity of shapes [5] . 2. Definition of irregularities in motion due to non-rigidity of smoke. Here computed optical flow field using two neighbor images. Making use of entropy of the distribution of the motion directions It can be possible to separate smoked motion from non-smoked [8] . 3. Extracting of image features such as flickering, motion, edge-blurring to segment moving, and edge-blurring regions out from video. The methods to extract these features were background subtraction, temporal wavelet transformation, and spatial wavelet transformation [10] . 4. Extracting of local motions from cluster analysis of points in a multidimensional temporal embedding space in order to track local dynamic envelopes of pixels, and then used features of the velocity distribution histogram to discriminate between smoke and various natural phenomena such as clouds and wind-tossed trees that may cause such envelopes [11] . 5. Using of different image features, such as the percentage of image change, correlation, variance etc., extracted from both background image and current image, and then used a rule-based or a rule-first-Bayesian-next analysis method to differentiate smoke motion from non-smoke motion [6] .
As we can see, there are many approaches that address to these issues exist, but the main novelty of this work consists in the analysis the smoothing edges of objects beyond the smoke area. First we make the RGB balancing of the current frame to obtain a real color level regardless of automatic white level adjustment, which is used in most video cameras. After that using the methods of threshold transformations by color and motion compared to the base frame determined regions of interest, which are more likely to contain the smoke. Next, most important step -checking the rate of change of color in areas of interest for N sequential frames. If a change in a particular pixel is more than a predetermined threshold, it is deemed opaque gray object. When the color change does not exceed the predetermined threshold, then we consider it a fact of the presence of smoke in the considered pixel. Next, if the percentage of pixels with smoke in a particular area of interest over a predetermined percentage, the area considered like a smoke. Finally we analyze the behavior of the area of the interest using the turbulence function and with high probability can determine presence or absence the smoke in current area. This simple and not time consuming algorithm allows with high accuracy detect smoke. We aim to present a method that detects smoke in an early stage from video.
Detection of smoke from video

Areas matching
During recognition the frame can contain multiple objects simultaneously. Therefore it is incorrect to apply the methods of dynamic analysis for all areas of interest as for a single area. We need to operate on local areas, not their totality.
To solve this problem we use the areas matching method. Each region of interest in the frame may be regarded as:
1. First time appeared area (without parent area); 2. An area that has changed with respect to its previous location and size (have one parent area); 3. An area, which is the result of merging of parent areas; 4. An area, which is the result of partitioning of the parent area;
To do so we use the following area matching method. Each of the M regions on the frame (i + 1) subjected operation of "logical and" with each of the N regions in the i frame and then areas of each intersection are determines. The result is stored in the matrix R(m * n). It is a matrix of distances -the higher value, the closer regions. Zero value means that areas does not intersect with each other. Then we analyze the matrix R:
1. If all values in a row are zeros, then an area is new (without parent regions); 2. If a row have one non-zero value, then properties are inherited from one parent region; 3. If a row have more than one non-zero value, then the parent region is selected with the maximum area of intersection;
This algorithm has complexity of order N and allows us to produce region matching easily and accurately. It allows increase flexibility of our smoke recognition system.
Smoke detection algorithm
The first stage of video processing is a balancing of the color scheme of the frames. To do so are calculate the average value of each R, G, B color component to receiving real level of gray color. It averages the RGB of the whole image ( figure  1 ) and then it uses like a balancing constant. The following stage of processing is a detection of a smoke regions on frames. This procedure is carried out in some steps. For smoke definition used chromatic characteristics of smoke areas. It is known that the smoke has color from light-to dark gray. One of the ways to describe color feature of the smoke regions of an RGB image is in [3] :
where T is a threshold, adjusted on training video set. The result is presents on figure 2 . Naturally, use of a chromatic characteristic for localization of smoke areas isn't enough. Moving of the smoke areas relatively to background frame can also be considered as the property of smoke. Therefore the following stage is detection of moving objects. Procedure of detection of moving areas is carried out by means of procedure of the recurrent recalculation of the background image in the sequence of frames. Then all moving objects calculated with subtraction of each color component of the image from background and dissectings away on a threshold ( figure 3) . The size of a threshold steals up on training sequence of videos. Potentially smoke areas are estimated on the basis of combination of moving areas and the areas which color components correspond to gray color. Smoke areas are estimated by combining moving regions and areas of the image, which color components corresponds to gray color. Then we analyze the rate of change of color in them. When we see a scene of smoke, the color of the objects behind it does not change instantly. As soon as the smoke condensed, the color of the object is gradually replaced by the color of the smoke. Let ∆R, ∆G, ∆B -the absolute change in the color of a pixel regions of interest for the N frames. Define the threshold of maximum color change C max . The criterion of the presence of smoke in the area will be fulfillment of conditions:
As we are dealing with smoke, its natural phenomena is that it strives to move up. This quality can be detected by monitoring positive local extrema of the turbulence (3) .
where P (t) -perimeter, A(t) -area of region. To estimate of smoke areas perimeter on each frame we use the median filtration procedure after localization of potential smoke areas on them. Rate of change of turbulence in the image is calculated using (4) .
where P represents the perimeter/edges of the remaining moving gray features and A represents the area of the region. As the complexity of a shape increases (i.e., the perimeter increase with respect to the area) the value associated with dΩ(t) dt increases. As a last step we investigate the cumulative sum of each area for each frame and the obtained
in this frame and create a set of value intervals, which are valid for smoke (figure 4). the system and for each video sequence is determined errors of the first (false reject rate -FRR) and second kind (false accept rate -FAR). The maximum values of errors 0.25. This is due to the rather complicated scenes and specificity of smoke in the "complex" video sequences. From the point of view of the complexity of recognizing the greatest interest is the video sequence ShorterIsyamNight, which in addition to the smoke exist the object -a man in a black and gray clothes, which appears from the camera and walks down the hall, away from the viewpoint. The background color is mostly gray, which introduces additional complexity for recognition. As can be seen from the figure, a third-party object (in this case a man) is not recognized by the system as smoke. Smoke on the contrary, well-allocated by the system (Fig.  5) . 
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown an approach for early smoke detection. The main difference between smoke detection algorithms presented earlier is that in this work we analysis the speed of color changing of objects beyond the smoke area. This allows to determine and detect smoke regions most robustly. Average false reject and false accept rate is about 5%. Disadvantage of this system -manual setting. The matter of future work is developing of autotune system.
